Kimberley Expeditions offers affordable nature based tours which make the most of the available diversity of activities on hand at the magnificent Abrolhos Islands. On board our vessel, Reef Prince our tours are fully catered and thoroughly organised. We offer fully guided land based tours to points of interest on the islands. All pre-arranged dives, can be fully escorted by our experienced dive masters if required.

Our expeditions aim to include the features of the Abrolhos Islands. Of course each tour can be tailored to suit your interests and can include:

**Exploring the Abrolhos Islands...**

- Bird watching
- Beach combing
- Diving and Snorkelling on the abundant sheltered reefs.
- Windsurfing and surfing.
- Fishing for dinner.

We supply all your catering, ice, tanks, weights and belts, air fills. The Abrolhos is an escape from everyday life – just you and nature. Surrounded by the richness of nature, and simplicity of living, the experience at the Abrolhos is unique and limitless.

Of the masses of islands that span alongside Australia’s continental shelf, the closest is 55 kilometres due west from Geraldton. The mysterious and beautiful Abrolhos islands are clustered into three main groups – The Wallabi Group, The Easter Group and The Southern or Pelsaert Group.

All but three of the islands are coral atolls formed over the millennia by the growth and break down of many species of coral. The existence of the warm Leeuwin current continues to carry with it a cargo of coral larvae and other marine life from as far north as Indonesia. This current maintains water temperatures at around 22 degrees, enabling corals and bright, colourful tropical fish species to thrive.

**The isolation and freedom the Abrolhos provides is unimaginable. Explore a coral atoll surrounded by nothing other than the sound of birdlife in the wind and the tide washing over the broken corals.**

**Departure**

This cruise departs from The Geraldton New Marina at 6am. You are also most welcome to sleep aboard the evening prior to departure at a cost of $35.00 per person if you wish to.

**Disembarking**

Disembarking is in Geraldton. Please ensure we have all your accommodation details prior to departure.